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HAVE YOU EVER WANTED TO MEASURE 

the voltage in a tight spot. only to find that 
before you could read the meter the test 
prohe had slipped and you had to start all 
over? Having to hold the probe in place 
and read the meter at the same time is not 
only inconvenient. but if you slip. you 
can cause damage. 

The circuit described here can solve 
that problem simply and easily. It reads 
and stores the voltage. thus freezing the 
meter reading even after the probes are 
removed. 
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NEW IDEAS 
Voltage freezer 

ly due to the very low loading of the 
op-amp ' s high-impedance input. The 
meter is reset very simply: Just short the 
probes together: that discharges the capa
citor. 

Any type of construction can be used 
for the circuit, since nothing is critical. 
The only thing you should bear in mind is 
to use a tantalum capacitor for C I . since it 
will hold a charge much longer than a 
relatively leaky aluminum e lectrolytic. 
Since no input protection is provided . 
keep the DC-voltage input below the 
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The major component of the circuit, 
shown in Fig. I. is an 8-pin 741 C op
amp. The op-amp is configured as a 
unity-gain voltage follower. with C I at 
the input to store the voltage. 

The circuit operates as follows: When a 
voltage is applied across C I, the capacitor 
charges to that value. When the voltage 
source is removed, the value is still stored 
in the capacitor. and can be read on the 
meter. While the capacitor does di s
charge. the process takes place very slow-

FIG. 1 

supply voltage. A DPST switch turns the 
device on and off. and B I and 82 are 
nine-volt transistor batteries. Finally. 
note that pins I and 5 of the 741 op-amp 
are for offset null: such as. those pins are 
not required for proper circuit operation 
and can be ignored. 

For better performance. use an 
LF13741 or a TL081 op-amp in place of 
the 741-those are JFET devices and 
offer a much higher input impedance than 
the 741.-Leonard Lee R-E 

" ! hate microelectronics repair work. OK, /' m removing the chassis." 

NEW IDEAS 

This column is devoted to new ideas, 
circuits, device applications, construc
tion techniques, helpful hints, etc. 

All published entries, upon publica
tion, will earn $25. In addition, Panavise 
will donate their model 333-The Rapid 
Assembly Circuit Board Holder, having a 
retail price of $39.95. It features an eight
position rotating adjustment, indexing at 
45-degree increments, and six positive 
lock positions in the vertical plane, giving 
you a full ten-inch height adjustment for 
comfortable working. (See photo below.) 

I agree to the above terms, and grant 
Radio-Electronics Magazine the right 
to publish my idea and to subsequently 
republish my idea in collections or com
pilations of reprints of similar articles. 1 
declare that the attached idea is my 
own original material and that its publi
cation does not violate any other copy
right. I also declare that this material 
had not been previously published. 
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City State 

Mail your idea along with this coupon 
to: New Ideas Radio-Electronics, 

200 Park Ave. South, 
New York, NY 10003 
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